Heterogeneous formation of polar stratospheric clouds – Part 1: Nucleation of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT)
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Abstract

Satellite based observations during the Arctic winter of 2009/2010 provide firm evidence that, in contrast to the current understanding, the nucleation of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) in the polar stratosphere does not only occur on preexisting ice particles. In order to explain the NAT clouds observed over the Arctic in mid December 2009, a heterogeneous nucleation mechanism is required, occurring via immersion freezing on the surface of solid particles, likely of meteoritic origin. For the first time, a detailed microphysical modelling of this NAT formation pathway has been carried out. Heterogeneous NAT formation was calculated along more than sixty thousand trajectories, ending at Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation (CALIOP) observation points. Comparing the optical properties of the modelled NAT with these observations enabled the thorough validation of a newly developed NAT nucleation parameterisation, which has been built into the Zurich Optical and Microphysical box Model (ZOMM). The parameterisation is based on active site theory, is simple to implement in models and provides substantial advantages over previous approaches which involved a constant rate of NAT nucleation in a given volume of air. It is shown that the new method is capable of reproducing observed PSCs very well, despite the varied conditions experienced by air parcels travelling along the different trajectories. In a companion paper, ZOMM is applied to a later period of the winter, when ice PSCs are also present, and it is shown that the observed PSCs are also represented extremely well under these conditions.

1 Introduction

The discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole (Farman et al., 1985) was rapidly followed by the recognition that polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), by providing the necessary surface for heterogeneous halogen activation reactions, played a central role in the observed ozone depletion (e.g. Solomon et al., 1986). Solid PSC particles were detected at temperatures well above the frost point, and it was proposed that these particles...
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The formation of NAT particles sequesters reactive nitrogen compounds from the gas phase, and because these particles can grow to the large sizes necessary for rapid sedimentation (e.g. Salawitch et al., 1988), they cause denitrification of the polar stratosphere. While it is mostly the liquid particles in the polar stratosphere which are responsible for the heterogeneous reactions leading to the activation of the halogens (e.g. Molina et al., 1993; Carslaw et al., 1994; Ravishankara and Hanson, 1996), the observed dimensions of polar ozone loss are only reached because of this denitrification, which prevents deactivation of the halogens.

Despite the importance of NAT particles in determining polar ozone loss, an exact formation mechanism of these particles has remained elusive (e.g. Peter and Grooß, 2012). Initially it was proposed that NAT could crystallise out homogeneously in liquid stratospheric aerosol droplets (Molina et al., 1993; Beyer et al., 1994; Iraci et al., 1994). Later, however, laboratory experiments, using 1 cm$^3$ solution volumes, showed that the homogeneous nucleation rates of NAT in liquid ternary (H$_2$SO$_4$/HNO$_3$/H$_2$O) solution droplets were far too low to lead to the observed formation of such PSCs in the ambient polar stratosphere (Koop et al., 1995). The upper bound that Koop et al. (1995) determined for homogeneous NAT nucleation corresponds to an air volume based rate of $J_{NAT,\text{vol,upper}} = 1.8 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-3}$ air h$^{-1}$, assuming typical stratospheric aerosol particle sizes and number densities. This results in NAT particle number densities lower than $10^{-7}$ cm$^{-3}$ when an air mass is cooled below $T_{NAT}$, the temperature below which NAT is thermodynamically stable, for one week, a period conceivable for the Arctic. Number densities of NAT would still remain below $10^{-6}$ cm$^{-3}$, even if air was below $T_{NAT}$ for 4 months, as might occur in the Antarctic. Such low number densities neither result
in effective denitrification, nor are they measurable. Subsequent experiments by the same authors (Knopf et al., 2002), using microlitre size solution volumes, determined an upper bound of $J_{NAT\text{vol,upper}} = 3 \times 10^{-10} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$, confirming the results of Koop et al. (1995).

Later, Biermann et al. (1996) showed, based on bulk samples of ternary solution containing solid meteoritic nuclei, that these nuclei could at best have $1/e$ freezing times of around 20 months. While these authors aimed at excluding meteoritic material as responsible for dense ($n > 0.1 \text{ cm}^{-3}$) NAT clouds, their derived upper bound corresponds to an air volume based rate of $J_{NAT\text{vol,upper}} = 7 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$ (assuming typical stratospheric aerosol particle sizes and number densities), which is certainly high enough to produce observable NAT clouds.

In contrast, the nucleation of NAT on ice is very certain and has been demonstrated in the laboratory and in the field. Through a combination of observations and microphysical modelling, Carslaw et al. (1998) and Wirth et al. (1999) showed that NAT can form on ice particles in the atmosphere, suggesting that nucleation of NAT on ice is very efficient and most likely occurs via deposition nucleation on surfaces of ice which are not covered by a liquid coating. Via the so-called “Mother-Cloud/NAT-Rock mechanism”, Fueglistaler et al. (2002) developed a potential mechanism by which NAT particles initiated by patchy mountain-wave ice clouds are distributed vortex-wide. However, a study by Pagan et al. (2004) showed that during early December 1999, while the Arctic stratosphere was too warm for synoptic ice formation, there was also no ice PSC formation in mountain waves, ruling out nucleation on ice as a formation pathway for the NAT clouds observed during this time period. Drdla et al. (2003) presented modelling work which also suggested that a NAT formation mechanism above the frost point is necessary to explain observed denitrification in the 1999–2000 Arctic winter. Several other studies also exist, where constant NAT nucleation rates have been applied to model NAT formation irrespective of the presence or absence of ice. Using balloon based measurements carried out in the Arctic in December 2002, Larsen et al. (2004) found that observed PSC properties can be reproduced by applying the
surface nucleation rate of Tabazadeh et al. (2002), reduced by a factor of 10–20, to calculate NAD (nitric acid dihydrate) formation from liquid aerosol, followed by instantaneous transformation of NAD to NAT. The rate they determined corresponds to an air volume-based rate of $J_{\text{NAT,vol}} = 2.5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$. The air masses which they observed had not been exposed to synoptic temperatures below the frost point, and there was no mountain wave activity, therefore NAT formation on ice could be ruled out, however heterogeneous nucleation on other types of solid particles could not be excluded.

More recently, Voigt et al. (2005) reported aircraft observations of low number densities of NAT particles in air masses which had been at $T > T_{\text{NAT}} + 10 \text{ K}$ some 24–36 h before the measurement and then cooled to $T_{\text{NAT}} > T > T_{\text{ice}} + 3 \text{ K}$ for a period of less than 20 h before the measurement. In order to explain these observations, they suggested that NAT may also nucleate on the surface of meteoritic dust particles. Because the time below $T_{\text{NAT}}$ could be well constrained (20 h), they were able to estimate a volume based NAT nucleation rate of $J_{\text{NAT,vol}} = 8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$, reproducing their observation of NAT number densities of $1.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. While this rate reproduced the observed number densities, because of the limited measurement data, it was not possible to determine how the NAT nucleation rate increases as temperature decreases below $T_{\text{NAT}}$. It was argued by Voigt et al. (2005) that the heterogeneous NAT nucleation rates on meteoritic material measured by Biermann et al. (1996), while too low to be responsible for dense NAT clouds, might actually be sufficient to produce low NAT number densities within a few hours. Since the nucleation rates published by Biermann et al. (1996) were upper limits and the real rates might be considerably smaller, the suitability of meteoritic dust remains an open issue, which calls for further investigation.

Also for the Arctic winter of 2002/2003, Grooß et al. (2005) found that using a constant volume based rate of $J_{\text{NAT,vol}} = 8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$ in CLaMS (Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere), led to the best agreement between modelled and observed PSC properties and denitrification throughout the winter. A domain filling, Lagrangian particle trajectory model was used by Carslaw et al. (2002) to simulate
the characteristics of NAT particles in the Arctic stratosphere in January–March 2000. They also used a simple volume-based NAT nucleation rate, and found that the observed particle sizes were well reproduced when a rate of \(2.9 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}\) was used. While the apparent patchiness of wave ice clouds was first taken as an argument against their effectiveness in NAT nucleation, later more detailed vortex-wide simulations by the same authors showed that this mechanism could potentially indeed explain up to 80% of the observed denitrification (Mann et al., 2005). Davies et al. (2005) simulated Arctic denitrification using a combination of a Lagrangian particle model and the chemistry transport model SLIMCAT. They compared the modelled denitrification with HNO\(_3\) measurements from satellite and aircraft based instruments, and found reasonable agreement for several winters, when using the same NAT nucleation rate as Carslaw et al. (2002). However, for the winter of 1994/1995, they found that in order to reproduce the observed denitrification, this nucleation rate needs to be increased by a factor of 4, highlighting the need for physically based nucleation rates.

During December 2009, space-borne lidar measurements conducted from CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations), showed a situation where thin and patchy liquid-NAT mixed clouds of unprecedented dimensions (typically 1000 \(\times\) 2000 km\(^2\)) were present in air masses in the Arctic, despite these air masses not having experienced temperatures below the frost point (Pitts et al., 2011).

In the present study, this observational data set is utilized to develop a physically based parameterisation for NAT nucleation on solid, non-ice particles. The advantage of using such satellite based lidar observations is that they cover a large area of the Arctic vortex, and when back trajectories are calculated starting from the observations, a range of air parcel histories are found, allowing the development of a robust parameterisation, which represents NAT formation in air reaching different supersaturations with respect to NAT, for different lengths of time.

In the next section, the observational data set is described, as well as the models which were applied, and the new NAT nucleation parameterisation. In Sect. 3, the results of modelling NAT formation with the new parameterisation are presented and
compared with a constant nucleation rate approach, and in Sect. 4 we provide a summary and conclusions of the study. In a companion paper (Part 2, Engel et al., 2013) the role of heterogeneous nucleation in ice formation is discussed.

2 Observational data and model description

2.1 The CALIPSO observations

The CALIPSO satellite was launched in April 2006, and includes the Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation (CALIOP) as its principal instrument. CALIOP measures backscatter at two wavelengths, 1064 nm and 532 nm, using the 532 nm signal to measure the depolarisation of the backscattered radiation relative to the plane polarized light of the outgoing laser beam. With its high latitude coverage up to 82°, CALIOP has provided extensive observations of PSCs in both hemispheres since its launch.

In order to derive and test the new NAT nucleation parameterisation, the CALIOP observations made over the Arctic in December 2009 are used. During the second half of December 2009, stratospheric temperatures were slightly below \( T_{\text{NAT}} \) and patchy areas of PSCs were detected on a daily basis. Additionally, there were no observations of ice cloud during this period, and due to the meteorological situation, even accounting for small scale temperature fluctuations, the probability of undetected ice clouds having occurred is extremely low. This set of observations therefore supports the existence of a NAT nucleation mechanism which does not require an ice surface. On 31 December, mountain wave ice clouds were first observed, followed by a dramatic increase in observations of NAT containing clouds, marking the end of the period when the NAT PSCs can be considered to have formed without the presence of ice particles.

In the analysis here, we make use of the PSC classification system of Pitts et al. (2009, 2011), which assigns the detected clouds to one of six categories (STS, Mix1, Mix2, Mix2-enh, ice, wave ice), depending on the backscatter and depolarisation signals. Though not identical, this classification system is similar to the previously used
PSC-types, namely 1b (STS), 1a (Mix1, Mix2), 1a-enh (Mix2-enh), and 2 (ice and wave ice). For the NAT classes, Mix1 includes NAT number densities of less than approximately $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-3}$, Mix2 includes NAT number densities between about $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-3}$ and 0.1 cm$^{-3}$, while Mix2-enh includes NAT number densities of above 0.1 cm$^{-3}$.

The PSC detection limit of CALIOP is altitude dependent (Pitts et al., 2009), and we treat the modelled data in a similar way. If the modelled or observed values at a particular point are below the detection limit, then a larger horizontal averaging distance is applied. Thus, for the observations, if no PSC is detected over 5 km, the horizontal resolution is decreased (i.e. the averaging distance is increased) to 15 km, then 45 km and 135 km. The highest resolution for the modelled data is 25 km (the resolution of the grid from which the trajectories used by the model were started) and if no PSCs are detected at a point then the averaging distance is increased to 125 km.

2.2 The microphysical box model

The Zurich Optical and Microphysical box Model (ZOMM) used in this study has been applied to simulate PSCs (e.g. Meilinger et al., 1995; Luo et al., 2003) as well as cirrus clouds (e.g. Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al., 2012). In the latter two studies, a slightly different version of the model was used, however the only significant difference is that the stratospheric version of the model simulates the evolution of a population of ternary solution aerosol droplets ($\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4, \text{HNO}_3$), and their interaction with the gas phase, whereas the tropospheric version accounts for a binary ($\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$) solution.

The most prominent feature of the model is that it treats particle sizes in a Lagrangian scheme, i.e. the model follows the radii of growing/shrinking particles and creates a new size class $i$ each time there is new ice or NAT particle nucleation. The model then transports the liquid, NAT and ice particles size class $i$ downstream with time-dependent radius $r_i(t)$ and constant number density, $n_i$. The Lagrangian size treatment avoids numerical diffusion, which may lead to artificial redistributions of particle number densities on a fixed Eulerian size grid with fixed bins.
The model is initialised with a log-normally distributed population of solution droplets, which represent the background aerosol. This initial distribution is calculated given a user defined mode radius, number density and standard deviation, and in this study consisted of 26 radii. The initial composition of the droplets is calculated assuming thermodynamic equilibrium with the gas phase and accounting for the Kelvin effect of the various species. The total mixing ratios of H$_2$O, H$_2$SO$_4$ and, in the PSC version, HNO$_3$, are set in the input file and are assumed to remain constant for the whole simulation along a trajectory (i.e. neglecting mixing and particle sedimentation).

The model is run along a trajectory consisting of a time series of temperature and pressure data points, and after the initialisation, the aerosol droplet sizes are allowed to evolve freely in radius space, and are no longer restricted to a log-normal form (see Meilinger et al., 1995). As the temperature decreases, growth of the aerosol droplets is calculated, fully kinetically for all species, whereby the Kelvin effect is accounted for in calculating the vapour pressures of the individual species over the droplet surfaces. Latent heat effects of condensation and evaporation (or freezing) are not accounted for in the PSC version of the model, however given the small mixing ratios of matter which condense or evaporate (a few ppmv for H$_2$O and a few ppbv for HNO$_3$) in the polar stratospheres, this does not impart any significant uncertainties to the calculations. Accommodation coefficients for the uptake/evaporation of species from/to the gas phase were set to 1.0, for liquid and for solid particles.

A schematic representation of the modelled composition and phase changes of PSCs as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 1. Pathways previously represented in ZOMM are marked with dashed arrows, those which have been added for this study are shown by solid arrows. At temperatures above about 200 K, supercooled aerosol droplets exist as a quasi-binary H$_2$O/H$_2$SO$_4$ solution. Upon further cooling, HNO$_3$ is taken up to form a supercooled ternary solution (STS). In the absence of solid nuclei, ice may nucleate homogeneously in the STS droplets when temperatures decrease a few degrees below the frost point, and NAT can then form on the surface of the ice particles. Alternatively, if foreign nuclei are present (as indicated by the black triangles),
they may lead to ice nucleation at higher temperatures than in the homogeneous case (Engel et al., 2013), or, as shown here, to the formation of NAT in the absence of ice (thick black line in Fig. 1).

### 2.2.1 Homogeneous ice nucleation

The homogeneous nucleation rate coefficient, $J_{\text{nuc}}$, for the formation of water ice is calculated based on the temperature and the water activity in the droplet according to

$$J_{\text{nuc}} = 10^D \text{cm}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$$

(1)

where

$$D = -906.688 + 8502.28x - 26924.4x^2 + 29179.6x^3$$

(2)

and $x = a_{\text{w,liq}} - a_{\text{w,ice}}$ is the water activity in a droplet ($a_{\text{w,liq}}$) minus the water activity in a solution which would be in equilibrium with ice ($a_{\text{w,ice}}$) at the particular temperature being considered. $a_{\text{w,ice}}$ is defined as the ratio of the H$_2$O vapour pressures over ice and pure water and its value is given by Zobrist et al. (2011), based on Koop et al. (2000) as:

$$a_{\text{w,ice}} = \exp\left(-\frac{210368 - 131.438T + 3.32373 \times 10^6/T + 41729.1 \times \ln(T)}{8.31441 \times T}\right),$$

(3)

where $T$ is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. The expected number density of ice particles ($n_{\text{ice}}$) nucleated from modelled liquid droplets with number density $n_{\text{liq}}$ and volume $v_{\text{liq}}$ can be calculated by:

$$n_{\text{ice}} = n_{\text{liq}} \left(1 - \exp\left(-\int_{t_0}^{t} J_{\text{nuc}}v_{\text{liq}} \, dt\right)\right).$$

(4)
Instead of forming a new Lagrangian ice particle size class for every droplet size class, in every time step, which would be computationally impractical, the number of nucleated ice particles in each droplet size class is accumulated until this number exceeds either $1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, or half the number density of droplets in that size class, or half of the total number density of ice particles in the model, whichever of the three criteria is satisfied first.

After ice is nucleated in a liquid size class, the number of frozen droplets calculated using Eq. (4) is transferred from the liquid size class to the new ice size class. All ice particles in a particular size class thus have the same radius, and this radius increases as the ice particles take up water in competition with the remaining liquid droplets. Upon warming, the evaporation/sublimation of species from the solid particles is calculated, until eventually a concentrated solution droplet is released and the number of particles is transferred back from the ice size class to the liquid size class from where it originated.

### 2.2.2 NAT formation

Until now, NAT formation in ZOMM was only permitted via deposition nucleation on clean (uncoated, dry) surfaces of ice particles. The method used was thoroughly described by Luo et al. (2003); a summary of this description is provided here.

Ice particles in the atmosphere are generally coated in a layer of liquid solution, however there may be dry patches on the particle, where the ice interacts directly with the gas phase. In rapid cooling events, the supersaturations with respect to NAT in the gas phase can grow to much larger values than in the liquid due to non-equilibrium effects, favouring deposition nucleation on these exposed clean ice surfaces (Luo et al., 2003). The area of the dry patches was determined by assuming a minimum thickness of the liquid layer of $28.5 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}$ (approximately 10 monolayers, Luo et al., 2003), and calculating the resulting surface coverage of the actual volume of liquid available to form the layer on the solid particles. The NAT nucleation rate coefficient on the dry area of the ice particles was calculated based on the classical nucleation theory for the
heterogeneous nucleation of water ice, using Eq. (5),

\[
J_{\text{het}}(T) = \frac{kT}{h} \exp \left[ - \frac{\Delta F_{\text{diff}}(T)}{kT} \right] \times n \exp \left[ - \frac{\Delta G(T) f_{\text{het}}(\alpha)}{kT} \right]
\]

(5)

where \( T \) is the temperature in Kelvin, \( k \) and \( h \) the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively, \( n \) is the number density of HNO\textsubscript{3} molecules on the ice surface (ca. 2 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-2}, at high NAT supersaturations, see Abbatt, 1997), \( \Delta F_{\text{diff}} \) is the temperature dependent diffusion activation energy which has to be surmounted for 2-D diffusion of HNO\textsubscript{3} to take place on the surface of a preexisting foreign nucleus (here the ice), and \( G \) is the Gibbs free energy for the formation of a critical NAT embryo in the absence of the foreign nucleus, i.e.

\[
\Delta G(T) = \frac{16\pi}{3} \frac{m^2 \sigma^3}{kT \rho \ln(S_{\text{NAT}})}
\]

(6)

In Eq. (6), \( m \) is the molecular mass of NAT, \( \sigma \) is the surface energy of NAT, and \( S_{\text{NAT}} \) is the NAT saturation ratio. The presence of the foreign nucleus reduces \( \Delta G \) by the compatibility factor \( f_{\text{het}} \), defined as

\[
f_{\text{het}}(\alpha) = \frac{1}{4}(2 + \cos \alpha)(1 - \cos \alpha)^2,
\]

(7)

where \( \alpha \) is the contact angle, a parameterisation of the heterogeneous nucleation activity of the foreign nucleus (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The possible values for \( \alpha \) range between 0° and 180°, leading to values of \( f_{\text{het}} \) between 0 and 1, i.e. with a contact angle of 180° the foreign nucleus does not cause any enhancement in the nucleation rate.

Now, as \( \Delta F_{\text{diff}} \) is unknown, as is the compatibility factor \( f_{\text{het}} \), and the surface energy of NAT, Luo et al. (2003) defined two new constants (denoted here as \( b \) and \( \gamma \)), which they used to tune their nucleation rate coefficient equation, so that the model reproduced the observed NAT distribution:

\[
J_{\text{NAT}^{\text{ice}}} = 6.24 \times 10^{24} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} T \exp \left[ - \frac{b}{T} \right] \exp \left[ - \frac{\gamma(273.15)^3}{T^3(\ln(S_{\text{Nat}^{\text{ice}}}))^2} \right],
\]

(8)
where the value $6.24 \times 10^{24}$ corresponds to $kn/h$. The values that Luo et al. (2003) suggested for these two constants were:

$$b = \frac{\Delta F_{\text{diff}}}{k} = 2000 \text{K}$$

and

$$\gamma = \Delta G(T)T^2 \ln\left(S_{\text{NAT}}(T)^2 f_{\text{het}}(\alpha) \right)_{273.15^3 k} = 328 \text{K}^3$$

Note that in this parameterisation, it is implicitly assumed that the nucleation sites on the foreign nuclei are all of the same quality, as the compatibility factor is included in $\gamma$ and is therefore invariant.

### 2.2.3 Extension to heterogeneous NAT and ice nucleation on foreign nuclei

The microphysical box model has recently been extended so that in addition to homogeneous nucleation of water ice, and heterogeneous nucleation of NAT on the surface of ice particles, it now includes the heterogeneous nucleation of ice on foreign nuclei as well as NAT formation on foreign nuclei (both in the immersion mode). These two new nucleation pathways are based on the active site parameterisation of Marcolli et al. (2007). As foreign nuclei, a monodisperse population of solid particles with radii of 20 nm, and with a number density of $7.5 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ is assumed, based on Curtius et al. (2005).

According to the active site theory, freezing cannot be initiated equally well over the entire surface of the foreign nucleus, rather it occurs preferentially at certain active sites. As a proxy for the quality of these sites, the contact angle may be used, which essentially parameterises the reduction in the nucleation energy barrier associated with a particular active site. In applying Eq. (5) to NAT nucleation on nuclei other than clean ice surfaces, the variations in contact angle for active sites of different quality must be accounted for. We therefore define $\gamma'$, which differs from $\gamma$ of Luo et al.
(2003) only in that it no longer includes the compatibility factor. The new parameterisation for the nucleation rate coefficient of NAT, on foreign nuclei immersed in a ternary H₂O/HNO₃/H₂SO₄ solution, is therefore

\[ J_{\text{NAT foreign}}(T) = 6.24 \times 10^{24} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \left( \frac{T}{K} \right) \exp \left[ - \frac{b}{T} \right] \times \exp \left[ - \frac{\gamma'(273.15)^3 f_{\text{het}}(\alpha)}{T^3 \left( \ln(S_{\text{NAT}}) \right)^2} \right], \quad (11) \]

where \( S_{\text{NAT}} \) is the saturation ratio of the STS with respect to NAT.

In order to adjust the nucleation rate parameterisation so that modelled NAT distributions correspond to observations, the value of \( \gamma' \) and the distribution of contact angles \( \alpha \) for the available active sites on the foreign nuclei must be determined. Assuming that only the best active site on a particle is responsible for NAT nucleation, the occurrence probability of an active site with a particular contact angle on a particle can be described as

\[ P_{\text{as}}(\alpha) = P_{\text{pre}} \times \exp \left( \frac{-51.0^\circ}{\alpha - \alpha_0} \right) \quad (12) \]

similarly to Marcolli et al. (2007). The parameter \( \alpha_0 \) represents the lowest contact angle considered, while \( P_{\text{pre}} \) is a constant (with units of deg⁻¹). In the model, 1° contact angle bins were used, for contact angles starting from \( \alpha_0 + 1^\circ \). The number density of foreign nuclei, containing at least one active site with a minimum contact angle \( \alpha \) (i.e. the number of foreign nuclei in one particular contact angle bin), is then given by

\[ n_\alpha = \left( n_{\text{foreign}} - \sum_{\alpha' = \alpha_0 + 1}^{\alpha - 1} n_{\alpha'} \right) P_{\text{as}}(\alpha) \Delta \alpha \frac{4\pi r_{\text{foreign}}^2}{A_1}, \quad (13) \]

where \( \Delta \alpha = 1^\circ \), \( r_{\text{foreign}} \) is the radius of the foreign nuclei (20 nm) and \( A_1 \) is the area of one active site, which is taken to be 10 nm², following Marcolli et al. (2007). The
nucleation rate of NAT on a particle is then $J_{\text{NAT}}^{\text{foreign}}$ multiplied by the area of the active site, $A_1$. This corresponds to a volume based nucleation rate of

$$J_{\text{NAT}}^{\text{vol}}(T) = \sum_{\alpha_i=\alpha_0+1}^{\alpha_{\text{max}}} n_{\alpha_i} \times J_{\text{NAT}}^{\text{foreign}}(T, \alpha) \times A_1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The number density of foreign nuclei as a function of the contact angle of their best active site is shown in Fig. 2. This figure highlights the contrast between the very few excellent nuclei, characterised by small contact angle active sites, and the large number of mediocre nuclei with larger contact angles. Similar distributions of nuclei quality have previously been observed for populations of volcanic ash particles (Hoyle et al., 2011), and mineral dust particles (Pinti et al., 2012) in ice nucleation experiments. The curve in Fig. 2 becomes rather flat beyond 80° indicating there are similar numbers of particles having a best active site with a contact angle of, for example, 100° or 120°. With a foreign nuclei number density of 7.5 cm$^{-3}$, and setting $P_{\text{pre}} = 1 \times 10^{-6}$ deg$^{-1}$ (see below), considering contact angles up to 146° accounts for approximately 0.13 particles cm$^{-3}$, which covers the range of NAT number densities necessary for simulating the PSCs observed during the winter of 2009/2010. Note that Eq. (12) is not normalised, which effectively means that the majority of the foreign nuclei have best active sites which are of insufficient quality to decrease the NAT nucleation barrier.

The properties of the PSC modelled with Eq. (11) can be adjusted by varying the values of the three fitting parameters $\gamma'$, $\alpha_0$ and $P_{\text{pre}}$. A higher value of $\gamma'$ effectively increases the nucleation barrier represented by the last term of Eq. (11), and therefore lowers the temperature at which NAT will first form. The parameter $\alpha_0$ sets a lower limit on the contact angle associated with the best possible active site. As described above, an active site with a small contact angle has a low value of the compatibility factor ($f_{\text{het}}$), therefore $\alpha_0$ determines the maximum extent to which the presence of a foreign nucleus can reduce the nucleation barrier. On the other hand, $P_{\text{pre}}$ changes the probability of an active site with a particular contact angle occurring, and therefore alters the number density of NAT that can be formed at a particular temperature. As it is
assumed that the best active site on a foreign nucleus is responsible for the nucleation event, an increase in $P_{\text{pre}}$ shifts the distribution of active sites towards lower contact angles, increasing the number of NAT particles which nucleate at higher temperatures.

While for ice, the nucleation rate is the sum of the heterogeneous and homogeneous rates, in the case of NAT formation, only the heterogeneous nucleation rate on foreign nuclei and on ice is considered. Upon evaporation of the ice or NAT particles, the nuclei are returned to the active site bin from which they originated.

The choice of the fitting variables for NAT nucleation, as well as the other parameters used in this particular study is discussed in Sect. 2.3.1, while the parameters used for heterogeneous ice nucleation are given in Engel et al. (2013).

The optical properties (backscatter ratio, $R_{532}$ and aerosol depolarisation ratio, $\delta_{\text{aerosol}}$) of the modelled PSC are calculated from the particle number densities and radii, assuming the particles to be prolate spheroids with aspect ratios (diameter-to-length ratios) of 0.9 (in accordance with Carslaw et al., 1998) and a refractive index of 1.48 for NAT (Middlebrook et al., 1994). Calculations were then made using a T matrix light scattering algorithm (Mishchenko, 1991; Carslaw et al., 1998) for spheroids with a known refractive index.

The CALIOP measurements of parallel and perpendicular backscatter are subject to an uncertainty, and to simulate this in the model results, a normally distributed random instrumental noise component is added to each of these quantities in the model output, before calculating $R_{532}$ and $\delta_{\text{aerosol}}$. Subsequently, the modelled PSC is classified according to the same scheme used for the observations. This allows a direct comparison between the modelled and observed PSC properties. The calculation of the uncertainty in the CALIOP measurements is described in detail in Engel et al. (2013), and an example of the model output without and with the instrumental noise is shown in Fig. 3a, b, respectively. Additionally, error bars show the limits of one standard deviation of the normally distributed noise component for a single modelled point. The main effect of the random noise is to increase the variability in the depolarisation ratio.
2.3 Trajectory calculations

The microphysical model was run along trajectories which ended at CALIPSO observation points. For every CALIPSO orbit during December 2009, where PSCs were observed, the following criteria were applied to choose the observation points used in the analysis:

- Latitude north of 50° N;
- Altitude of between 18 km and 26 km;
- The temperature at the observation point was $T_{\text{NAT}}$ or less;
- Every 5th vertical profile available in the CALIPSO data set was chosen, to give a 25 km horizontal resolution;
- Every vertical level was used, providing approximately a 180 m vertical resolution;

From all the points fulfilling these criteria, ten-day backward trajectories were calculated, using the trajectory module of CLaMS (McKenna et al., 2002). The trajectories were based on ECMWF ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011) with a resolution of 1° x 1° and 6 h, using potential temperature as the vertical coordinate. The vertical resolution was approximately 1.25 km between the altitudes of 19 km and 30 km at polar latitudes. The internal and output time step for the trajectory calculation was 15 min. To determine the starting point for the model calculation, the trajectories were followed backward in time from their end points, until the temperature rose above $T_{\text{NAT}}$, so as to avoid the complication of having to initialise the PSCs. If no such point was encountered within the ten days preceding the CALIPSO measurement on which the trajectory ended, the trajectory was not used in the modelling. For each of the valid trajectories, the model was initialised and run forward in time up until the point of the CALIPSO observation. For the days which were investigated in December, there were around 2000–5000 valid trajectories per orbit.
In previous work on cirrus nucleation (e.g. Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002; Hoyle et al., 2005), as well as in the analysis of ice PSCs (Engel et al., 2013) it has been shown that the observed microphysical properties of a cloud can only be properly reproduced by a model if small scale temperature fluctuations (for example with wavelengths of less than 100 km, i.e. below the resolution of CLaMS and the ERA-Interim data) are accounted for. Such fluctuations are expected to be ubiquitous in the atmosphere (e.g. Gary, 2006, 2008). It was demonstrated by Meilinger et al. (1995) that, as the equilibration times for HNO$_3$ and for H$_2$O in droplets differs greatly, during the warming phase of a temperature fluctuation, H$_2$O may partition from a liquid droplet back into the gas phase much more quickly than HNO$_3$. This can result in an enhanced NAT saturation ratio, and NAT nucleation at higher temperatures than would otherwise be possible in the absence of temperature fluctuations. Several sensitivity runs have been performed to test the effect of small scale temperature fluctuations on NAT nucleation. The time-series of temperature fluctuations which was superimposed on the CLaMS trajectories for this purpose was based on that derived in Hoyle et al. (2005), and had mean amplitudes of ±0.5K, similarly to those used by Engel et al. (2013), for heterogeneous ice nucleation. The results of these model runs are presented in Sect. 3.4.

2.3.1 Model configuration used in this study

For this study, the total number density of liquid aerosol particles was set to 15 cm$^{-3}$. Half of these particles contained no foreign nuclei and the initial radius of these particles followed a log normal distribution, with mode radius of 70 nm, and $\sigma = 1.8$ (e.g. Dye et al., 1992). The number density of foreign nuclei was set to 7.5 cm$^{-3}$, with a radius of 20 nm. The foreign nuclei were immersed in the remaining 7.5 cm$^{-3}$ liquid droplets, which were assigned a radius of 70 nm (equal to the mode radius of the liquid-only droplet distribution). This was done to achieve the computational efficiency necessary to run the large number of trajectories simulated. As all NAT nucleation in the simulations occurred heterogeneously, this simplification had no significant effect on the results. The composition of the liquid solution was initially in equilibrium with the gas
phase and the H$_2$O and HNO$_3$ mixing ratios were set at the beginning of each trajectory, using daily mean values of Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) measurements. These daily, vortex average values were calculated from the MLS data by averaging over all cloud free points within the polar vortex on a particular day. By adjusting the model until the CALIOP PSC observations were reproduced as well as possible, the following best values were determined for the fitting parameters: $\alpha_i = 43^\circ$, $\gamma' = 650K^3$ and $P_{\text{pre}} = 1 \times 10^{-6}\deg^{-1}$. In Sect. 3, comparisons of the observations and model calculations using the new parameterisation with these values are presented, as well as further calculations which illustrate the sensitivity of the results to changes in the fitting parameters.

### 2.4 Constant NAT nucleation rate

Experiments using constant, air volume based nucleation rates were also performed to provide a comparison with the new physically based NAT nucleation parameterisation. Similarly to previous studies, the constant nucleation rate was applied at all the trajectory points where the temperature was below $T_{\text{NAT}}$. Rate coefficients of between $J_{\text{NAT}^{\text{vol}}} = 7.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$ and $J_{\text{NAT}^{\text{vol}}} = 2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$ were run along trajectories for the fourth CALIPSO overpass of the Arctic vortex on 24 December 2009, (hereafter 24_04), and the nucleation rate producing the best results, $J_{\text{NAT}^{\text{vol}}} = 9 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ air h}^{-1}$, was then applied to trajectories for the remaining orbits. The results of these model experiments are also shown in Sect. 3.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Constant vs. saturation dependent nucleation rate coefficients

The basic difference between the new parameterisation and the constant, volume based nucleation rate can be illustrated by plotting the development of the NAT
saturation ratio and the increase in NAT number density as a function of time, for a typical trajectory, as in Fig. 4. The model was run once with each nucleation parameterisation, along this 60 h trajectory, which was initialised with a temperature of 193.05 K, pressure of 25.5 hPa, HNO$_3$ mixing ratio of 13.5 ppbv and water vapour mixing ratio of 5.7 ppmv.

The constant nucleation rate is applied as soon as the temperature drops below $T_{\text{NAT}}$, and therefore the number density of NAT particles begins to increase at this point. The new parameterisation on the other hand leads to a significant formation of NAT only after the temperature reaches approximately $T_{\text{NAT}} - 4$ K. Shortly after this point, the temperature stabilised briefly, therefore only about $1 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-3}$ of NAT is nucleated. Subsequently, the temperature continued to decrease, and the number density of NAT nucleated with the new parameterisation climbed rapidly to approximately $1 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-3}$. The step-like nucleation behaviour seen from the new parameterisation comes about because of the differing active site qualities on the particles. Once all the particles with sufficiently good active sites have nucleated NAT at a particular NAT saturation ratio, the NAT saturation ratio must increase before the particles with the next best active sites may also cause NAT nucleation.

The saturation ratio in both simulations remains fairly similar while the air parcel is cooling, however due to the longer times available for the NAT particles to grow, after approximately 25 h the uptake of HNO$_3$ by the NAT particles in the constant nucleation case leads to a slightly lower saturation ratio than for the model with the new parameterisation. After approximately 40 h, the NAT saturation ratio becomes lower for the simulation with the new parameterisation, and continues to decrease faster than in the simulation with the constant nucleation rate.

Three important differences between the constant nucleation rate and the new parameterisation are illustrated by Fig. 4. The first is that if the temperature is only slightly lower than $T_{\text{NAT}}$, the constant rate will nucleate NAT particles, whereas the new parameterisation will not (0 h to 20 h in Fig. 4). Secondly, for short periods of time at low temperatures, the new parameterisation will nucleate far more NAT than the constant
rate (e.g. 20 h to 30 h). Finally, if the temperature remains below \( T_{\text{NAT}} \) for very long periods of time (as can be seen in Fig. 6, times below \( T_{\text{NAT}} \) of 120 h or more are not unusual), the constant rate will eventually nucleate more NAT than the new parameterisation. This would happen after approximately 110 h for the trajectory in Fig. 4, if it were to continue without further cooling.

### 3.2 Sensitivity of new parameterisation to choice of parameters

The values of the model parameters \( \gamma' \), \( \alpha_0 \) and \( P_{\text{pre}} \) were determined by systematically varying each parameter in turn, and comparing the resulting modelled PSC optical properties with the CALIOP observations. For this purpose, the orbit 24_04 was particularly suitable, as a fairly large, coherent area of PSC was observed, and the time that this air mass had experienced temperatures below \( T_{\text{NAT}} \) was only between about 48 and 72 h, minimising complications caused by mixing or by the sedimentation of PSC particles. After the match between the modelled results and the observations for orbit 24_04 was optimised, the model was applied to other orbits in a predictive capacity, to evaluate the robustness of the new parameterisation.

The PSC classifications of the model runs used to define the model parameters are shown in Fig. 5, along with contours indicating the temperature at the observation point relative to \( T_{\text{NAT}} \). The uppermost panel shows the observed PSC classifications. On the top row of the figure, the nucleation barrier parameter \( \gamma' \) is varied from a value of 550 K\(^3\) to 750 K\(^3\) in steps of 50 K\(^3\). As expected, at low values of \( \gamma' \), the PSC area is greater, and with increasing \( \gamma' \), the area of PSC formed gradually decreases until only those trajectories that had experienced the coldest temperatures still nucleate NAT. On the second row of Fig. 5, the nucleation strength parameter \( P_{\text{pre}} \) is varied from \( 1 \times 10^{-7} \) deg\(^{-1}\) to \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \) deg\(^{-1}\). Here, the situation is reversed, with the larger values leading also to larger areas of PSC formed, and also an enhancement in the NAT number density, as shown by the increasing number of points being classed as Mix1/Mix2 and then as Mix-2enh. On the bottom row of the figure, the compatibility...
factor $\alpha_0$ is varied from 41° to 45° in steps of 1°. Again, the increasing values of $\alpha_0$ lead to a decrease in the temperature at which NAT can form, and a reduction of the area of NAT modelled. The three plots in the middle column of Fig. 5 are identical, and represent the model results using our chosen set of parameters, ($\alpha_0 = 43°$, $P_{\text{pre}} = 1 \times 10^{-6}$ deg$^{-1}$ and $\gamma' = 650$ K$^3$).

It is evident from this plot, that the same results can be achieved with different combinations of the three factors. For example, an $\alpha_0$ of 43°, $P_{\text{pre}}$ of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ deg$^{-1}$ and $\gamma'$ of 650 K$^3$ leads to a very similar PSC classification as is found when using an $\alpha_0$ of 43°, $P_{\text{pre}}$ of $5 \times 10^{-6}$ deg$^{-1}$ and $\gamma'$ of 750 K$^3$. We do not, therefore, claim that the values for the parameters which we have determined are the only values that will result in an accurate modelling of the observed PSC. However, lacking laboratory data on quantities such as the distribution of the quality of the foreign nuclei (i.e. the active site distribution), $\Delta F_{\text{diff}}$ and the surface energy of NAT, it is not possible to further constrain the choice of parameters, and the set of values which we have chosen are shown, in Figs. 6, 7 and 8, to lead to a very good representation of the observed NAT PSCs. Additionally, it can be seen in Fig. 5, that the results are relatively insensitive to small changes in the three parameters, indicating a certain robustness of the parameterisation.

In Fig. 6, PSC classifications calculated from observational data (top row) and model output from simulations using the new parameterisation (middle row) as well as the constant, volume based nucleation rate (third row) are shown. The plots represent a selection of orbits from throughout late December in which the advantage of the saturation dependent nucleation rate parameterisation over a constant rate is particularly evident. The bottom two rows of Fig. 6 show the time that the air parcel spent at temperatures below $T_{\text{NAT}}$ and below $T_{\text{NAT}} - 4$ K, while the contour lines on these two rows of plots show the minimum temperature reached along the trajectory, with respect to $T_{\text{NAT}}$.

*Orbit 24_04.* The middle column of Fig. 6 shows the results for orbit 24_04, which, as described above, was used to fit the model parameterisations. The observed PSC consisted of a compact area of Mix1 and Mix2, with a few spots of Mix2-enh and STS. The
new parameterisation reproduces the observed area of PSC rather well, however Mix2 is over-represented, and there are only a few areas of Mix1 about the periphery of the cloud. The constant nucleation rate produces considerably less PSCs than observed, and at a lower altitude than the observed PSC. Of course a larger area of PSC could have been formed with a higher constant rate, however other orbits shown in Fig. 6 illustrate that a higher rate will not improve the overall agreement between the constant rate simulations and the observed PSCs.

**Orbit 19.08.** In the first column of Fig. 6, results for orbit 19.08 are shown. These were among the first observations of PSC for the 2009/2010 winter, and the observed area of Mix1 and Mix2 PSC is small. The new parameterisation captures this well, also producing a small speck of PSC in the correct general area of the plot, while the constant nucleation rate, despite being on the low side for orbit 24.04, produces far to great an area of PSC. The reason for this can be seen by examining the temperature plots for this orbit. While a large number of trajectories spent up to approximately 100 h below $T_{\text{NAT}}$, only a very small fraction reached temperatures below $T_{\text{NAT}} -4$ K. As seen in Fig. 4, while the constant nucleation rate begins to produce NAT at a slow rate as soon as the temperature is below $T_{\text{NAT}}$, the new parameterisation requires higher saturations, and once these saturations are reached, produces NAT relatively quickly.

Of the studies discussed above, which used an air-volume based nucleation rate, only Grooß et al. (2005) carried out any simulations where a certain NAT saturation ratio had to be exceeded before NAT was nucleated. In their case, a constant nucleation rate was applied as soon as the temperature was below $T_{\text{NAT}}$, to form a low number density mode of large, sedimenting particles, while a mode of higher number density and smaller, non-sedimenting particles was nucleated only once the NAT saturation ratio exceeded 30 (equivalent to approximately $T_{\text{NAT}} -5$ K). Applying such a nucleation barrier may slightly improve the agreement of a simple volume based nucleation rate with the observations in some situations, however it will not solve the fundamental problem that such a nucleation parameterisation cannot reproduce both PSCs formed...
during short periods at cold temperatures, and PSCs formed during long periods at relatively warm temperatures.

**Orbit 20.04.** In the next column, results from the orbit 20.04 are shown, where the new parameterisation this time does not do as well, underestimating the area of PSC formed. The results from the constant nucleation rate are however again an overestimate of the PSC area. Orbit 20.04 is rather unique, in that the time spent at low temperatures is very short compared to the other orbits. The observed PSCs are mostly STS and Mix1 clouds, an aspect which is missing in the model results, which might also suggest that the ERA-Interim temperatures along this orbit are very likely too warm.

**Orbit 24.05.** For this orbit, the new parameterisation produces PSCs at the correct altitude and longitude in comparison with the observed PSCs, albeit a slightly too small area, while the constant nucleation rate leads to a total absence of detectable PSC, due to the short time the trajectories spent at temperatures below $T_{\text{NAT}}$.

**Orbit 26.04.** For this orbit, the constant nucleation rate leads again to a far greater area of PSC than that which was observed. The new parameterisation simulates a slightly too large area of PSC, again with an overestimation of the fraction of Mix2 with respect to Mix1. While only a few pixels of PSCs were observed at higher longitudes, the new parameterisation leads to a significant region of a Mix1/Mix2 cloud. However, these simulated trajectories have spent more than 80 h below $T_{\text{NAT}} - 4$ K before reaching the orbit. As discussed above, these particles will have sedimented, and mixed into air parcels with different saturations ratios, which is not taken into account in the analysis. This area has therefore been marked by shading.

### 3.3 Modelling the NAT formation in December 2009

The ability of the new NAT nucleation parameterisation to reproduce the observed PSC characteristics is further illustrated by comparing the results from simulating a range of orbits from mid to late December 2009. In Fig. 7, each column shows the classification and observed optical characteristics of PSCs observed along a particular orbit. The corresponding model results are shown in Fig. 8. The model reproduces the PSC
classes quite well in all orbits, both in terms of the location and the size of the modelled PSC area, and largely also in terms of optical characteristics. However, the model slightly underestimates the observed proportion of STS. This underestimation would be reduced if the temperatures were lower.

In the plots of aerosol backscatter ratio ($R_{532} - 1$), the observations exhibit a larger variability than the modelled results, with the observational data containing some points reaching values of up to about 5–6 (i.e. $1/R_{532} > 0.15$), while the modelled values are generally below 1 (i.e. $1/R_{532} > 0.5$).

The observations show perpendicular backscatter coefficients ($\beta_{\text{perp}}$) up to $1 \times 10^{-5}$ km$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ scattered throughout the observation area, while in the modelled case, such high values are confined to the vicinity of PSCs, and the modelled background signal remains below $1 \times 10^{-6}$ km$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$. The cause of this difference is that the instrumental noise spikes in the background observations, particularly those which form the tails of the $\beta_{\text{perp}}$ distribution, are not entirely reproduced by the function used to generate the instrumental noise which was added to the modelled optical values. The noise in the measured backscatter is often caused by variations in radiation from space, to which the satellite based instruments are subjected.

Comparing the bottom panels of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that while the model generally reproduces the distribution of the points as a function of $\delta_{\text{aerosol}}$ and inverse backscatter ratio, the distribution of the modelled points is more compact with respect to the inverse backscatter ratio than is the case for the observational data. While the points at small backscatter ratios ($1/R_{532} > 0.5$) are well represented, the model misses the observed large backscatter ratios. This concerns mainly STS clouds. Since STS clouds, owing to their large surface area, respond to temperature changes without significant kinetic delay, they act as thermometer, i.e. the only reasonable explanation is that the ERA-Interim reanalysis temperatures are occasionally too high. In the critical temperature regime of maximum HNO$_3$ uptake by STS, a temperature reduction of just 1 K can cause STS clouds to grow by up to a factor of 4 in volume (Carslaw et al., 1994), i.e. about a factor 1.6 in radius, which translates into an increase in $(R_{532} - 1)$ by up to
a factor 6 (Biele et al., 2001). Indeed, the uncertainty of the ERA-Interim stratospheric temperatures is of the order of 1 K during the 2009/2010 Arctic winter, as a detailed comparison with radiosondes launched from Ny Ålesund and Sodankylä reveals (during the RECONCILE and LAPBIAT campaigns, not shown here). This corroborates the notion that the lack of high backscatters is most likely due to uncertainties in the reanalysis data.

3.4 The effect of temperature fluctuations

The model runs shown in Fig. 8 were repeated, however this time, random phases of the temperature fluctuations described in Sect. 2.3 were superimposed on the trajectories along which ZOMM was run. As expected, due to the increased NAT saturation ratios resulting from the temperature fluctuations, the area of the modelled NAT PSCs increased, as did the number density of the NAT particles in the clouds. In order to restore agreement with the observed properties of the PSCs, the value of $\gamma'$ was increased from 650 K$^3$ to 700 K$^3$, increasing the NAT nucleation barrier. The results of these model runs are shown in Fig. 9. Comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 7, it can be seen that the areas and classifications of PSCs modelled when accounting for temperature fluctuations generally agree very well with the observed PSC properties, although for orbits 21.03 and 22.03, the modelled PSC areas in Fig. 9 are slightly larger than observed. However, including the fluctuations also leads to a better representation of the observed $R_{532} - 1$ and $\beta_{\text{perp}}$ values, particularly in the case of orbits 20.08 and 23.05.

4 Summary and conclusion

The 2009/2010 Arctic winter was unique, in that during the second half of December, the stratospheric temperatures were below $T_{\text{NAT}}$, while having stayed at least 2 K above the frost point and 5 K above the temperature required for homogeneous ice nucleation. Whereas there have been previous studies which have suggested that nucleation on
ice is not the only NAT formation pathway in the polar stratosphere, the CALIOP measurements presented by Pitts et al. (2011) and modelled here provide unprecedented evidence for persistent ice-free NAT formation on the synoptic scale. Because of the meteorological situation, the CALIOP observational data set, together with a microphysical model, could be used to perform a detailed modelling of NAT formation in the absence of ice, enabling the derivation of a parameterisation of the heterogeneous nucleation process. A new NAT nucleation parameterisation was constructed, whereby NAT nucleates on foreign nuclei, such as meteoritic dust particles, immersed in stratospheric aerosol droplets. The parameterisation uses active site theory to account for the range of qualities of the nucleation sites on the available nuclei. It extends the parameterisation used by Luo et al. (2003) for NAT formation via deposition nucleation on the uncoated surface of ice particles.

The PSC model ZOMM, containing the new parameterisation, was applied to ten orbits between 19 December 2009, when the first pixels of PSC were observed by CALIPSO, and 26 December 2009. Later orbits were excluded as they were getting close to the date when ice was first observed and also because the time that a substantial fraction of the trajectories spent below $T_{\text{NAT}}$ was longer than 80 h, increasing the influence of factors other than nucleation on the reproducibility of the observed PSC.

It has been shown that the new NAT nucleation parameterisation leads to an accurate modelling of the observed PSC throughout this period, with the extent of the observed NAT PSC being extremely well reproduced. There is one notable exception, orbit 20.04, where the area of PSC was underestimated by the model. In this particular case, there was a relatively small number of trajectories which had spent a short time (less than 24 h) at low temperatures ($T_{\text{NAT}} - 4$ K). Under such conditions, small differences between the actual meteorological situation and the ERA-Interim data used by the model along the trajectories may lead to a larger apparent discrepancy between the modelled and observed PSC classifications. An examination of the modelled backscatter shows that it just marginally misses the CALIOP PSC classification criteria.
The classification of the modelled PSCs corresponds very well with the classification of the observed PSCs, however the model has a slight tendency to overrepresent Mix2, and underestimate Mix1 and STS. Again this could be due to slightly too high temperatures in the trajectories. On the other hand, Engel et al. (2013) found that using the ECMWF operational analysis to calculate the trajectories, rather than the ERA-Interim data, would have led to temperatures along the trajectories having a low bias.

The model also reproduces the individual optical quantities such as the backscatter ratio ($R_{532}$) and the perpendicular backscatter coefficient ($\beta_{\text{perp}}$) very well, while the variability as well as peak values in these quantities are not quite as high as those observed. The most significant differences are in the $\beta_{\text{perp}}$ outside of the areas where PSC has been detected. In these places the observed $\beta_{\text{perp}}$ exhibits a substantially larger variability than the modelled values. However, as no PSCs were detected in these areas, this has no impact on our results.

Small scale temperature fluctuations, with wavelengths that are not resolved in the ERA-Interim data, are expected to be present in the polar stratospheres. When such fluctuations are added to the trajectories along which ZOMM is run, higher NAT saturation ratios are reached, and thus NAT nucleates at higher temperatures. However, a similar effect can also be achieved to a large extent with a lower NAT nucleation barrier ($\gamma'$) in the new parameterisation. The standard value of 650 K$^3$ which was determined for $\gamma'$, can therefore be viewed, to a certain extent, as including the main effects of the temperature fluctuations. On the other hand, if the new parameterisation was to be implemented in a model where the small scale temperature fluctuations are resolved, a value of $\gamma' = 700$ K$^3$ should be used instead.

The new parameterisation has significant advantages over an approach which applies a single, saturation independent, air volume based nucleation rate per air volume as soon as the temperature drops below $T_{\text{NAT}}$. Such a method cannot accurately model both situations with temperatures remaining slightly below $T_{\text{NAT}}$ for an extended period of time as well as situations with temperatures substantially below $T_{\text{NAT}}$ prevailing over only short time periods. The new parameterisation copes well with both situations (see
for example Fig. 6, orbits 24.05 and 26.04), while also partially reproducing the observed PSCs in more extreme cases (e.g. orbit 20.04).

The new parameterisation is computationally efficient and simple to implement in large scale models. Beyond the application in our microphysical box model without sedimentation, we hope that the application of this parameterisation in three dimensional simulations of denitrification and renitrification in the polar stratospheric vortex will provide the opportunity to follow the development of the NAT particles over extended time periods, from nucleation through their growth and subsequent sedimentation, all the way to final evaporation or tropospheric removal.
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**Fig. 1.** A schematic description of the different pathways included in ZOMM. The dashed arrows depict processes which were represented in previous model versions, the solid arrows show those added to the model for this study. Foreign nuclei are indicated by the black triangles. While here, the focus is on the heterogeneous nucleation of NAT (thick black arrow), the heterogeneous nucleation of ice (thin solid black arrows) is discussed in a companion paper (Engel et al., 2013).
Fig. 2. The number density of foreign nuclei as a function of the contact angle of the best active site on the particle’s surface.
Fig. 3. Modelled aerosol depolarisation ratio ($\delta_{\text{aerosol}}$) vs. inverse backscatter ratio ($1/R_{532}$) without (a) and with (b) consideration of instrument noise, for the mixed NAT/liquid cloud observed on the third CALIPSO overpass of the Arctic vortex on December 21 (denoted here as orbit 21.03). The error bars illustrate one standard deviation of the uncertainty for a single point.
**Fig. 4.** A comparison of the volume based nucleation rate parameterisation (red), and the new parameterisation (black). Both versions of the model were run along the temperature trajectory shown in the bottom panel. The development over time, of NAT number density and saturation with respect to NAT, is shown in the top and middle panels, respectively.
Fig. 5. An illustration of the sensitivity of the modelled NAT classification to the three fitting parameters used in the new model, applied to CALIPSO orbit 24 December 2009 05:22:08 UTC (denoted orbit 24_04 in the text). The uppermost panel shows the observed PSC. The top row of panels shows how the results change as $\gamma'$ is varied, while $P_{\text{pre}}$ is held constant at $1 \times 10^{-6}$ deg$^{-1}$, and $\alpha_0$ at 43°. In the second row, $P_{\text{pre}}$ is varied while $\gamma'$ is held constant at 650 K$^3$, and $\alpha_0$ at 43°, while in the bottom row, $P_{\text{pre}}$ and $\gamma'$ are held constant at $1 \times 10^{-6}$ and 650 K$^3$, respectively, while $\alpha_0$ is varied.
Fig. 6. A comparison of the PSC classifications calculated from CALIOP observations (top row), from model results using the new nucleation parameterisation (second row) and from model results using a constant, volume based nucleation rate (third row). The contour lines in the upper three rows indicate the temperatures (from the ERA-Interim reanalysis) at the time of CALIOP observation. Each column shows the results from one orbit. The bottom two rows of plots show the time spent by the trajectories at temperatures lower than $T_{\text{NAT}}$ (fourth row) and $T_{\text{NAT}} - 4$ K (bottom row). On these two rows, the contour lines show the minimum temperature encountered along the trajectory.
Fig. 7. PSC classification (upper row) and optical properties obtained by CALIOP along several orbits in December 2009. The second row shows the aerosol backscatter ratio ($R_{532} - 1$) and the third the perpendicular backscatter coefficient ($\beta_{\text{perp}}$). In the panels on the bottom row, each observation point is represented by a dot, placed according to the observed aerosol depolarisation ($\delta_{\text{aerosol}}$), and inverse backscatter ratio, measured at a wavelength of 532 nm ($1/R_{532}$). The points are colour coded to indicate the temperature with respect to $T_{\text{NAT}}$ at the observation point.
Fig. 8. As for Fig. 7, except in this case the model results are presented.
Fig. 9. As for Fig. 8, except in this case the model results were calculated along trajectories with small scale temperature fluctuations included, and $\gamma'$ was set to 700 K$^3$. 